Freedom of Information Act Program  
Communications Center  
245 Murray Lane, S.W., Building T-5  
Washington, D.C. 20223

Date: October 18, 2022

CREW  
Nikhel Sus  
1101 K St., N.W.  
Suite 201  
Washington, DC 20005  
Email: nsus@citizensforethics.org

File Number: 20210320/1:21-cv-00572

Dear Requester:

This is the thirteenth interim response to your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request, originally received by the United States Secret Service (Secret Service) on January 21, 2021, for information pertaining to:

1. All records from December 1, 2020 to January 6, 2021 reflecting any plans for demonstrations, gatherings, disruptions, attacks, or riots in Washington, D.C. on January 6, 2021 that were identified by any DHS component—including without limitation the Office of Intelligence & Analysis (“I&A”) and the Federal Protective Service ("FPS")—or other agencies through social media monitoring, threat assessments, or other means.

2. All records from December 1, 2020 to January 6, 2021 reflecting any tips, complaints, referrals, allegations, or reports submitted to any DHS component—including without limitation I&A and FPS—regarding planned demonstrations, gatherings, disruptions, attacks, or riots in Washington, D.C. on January 6, 2021.

3. All records from December 1, 2020 to January 6, 2021 reflecting DHS’s communication to other agencies—including without limitation the U.S. Capitol Police, the D.C. Metropolitan Police Department, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Department of Justice, or the Department of Defense—of the risks or threats posed by planned demonstrations, gatherings, disruptions, attacks, or riots in Washington, D.C. on January 6, 2021.

4. All records from December 1, 2020 to January 6, 2021 relating to any DHS component—including without limitation I&A and FPS—providing assistance or support to the U.S. Capitol Police, the D.C. Metropolitan Police Department, or any other agency in connection with the January 6, 2021 congressional session to count electoral votes.
After a detailed review of all potentially responsive records, 66 page(s) were released. Exemptions under the FOIA Statute, Title 5 U.S.C. § 552, and/or the PA Statute, Title 5 U.S.C. § 552a, have been applied where deemed appropriate after considering the foreseeable harm standard outlined in the 2016 amendment to 5 U.S.C 552(a)(8)(A)(i) and DOJ guidance.

Enclosed are the documents responsive to your request, as well as a document that explains the exemptions in more detail. Withheld information is pursuant to the exemptions marked below.

**Section 552 (FOIA)**

(b) (1)  (b) (2)  (b) (3)  (b) (4)  (b) (5)  X (b) (6)
(b) (7) (A)  (b) (7) (B)  X(b) (7) (C)  (b) (7) (D)  (b) (7) (E)
(b) (7) (F)  (b) (8)

If you need any further assistance or would like to discuss any aspect of your request, please contact the Trial Attorney, U.S Department of Justice, Lee Reeves at leeereees2@usdoj.gov.

Sincerely,

Kevin L. Tyrrell
Freedom of Information Act Officer
Office of Intergovernmental and Legislative Affairs

Enclosure:
FOIA and Privacy Act Exemption List
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT
SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552

Provisions of the Freedom of Information Act do not apply to matters that are:

(b) (1) specifically authorized under criteria established by an Executive Order to be kept Secret in the interest of national defense or foreign policy; and (B) are in fact properly classified pursuant to such Executive Order;

(b) (2) related solely to the internal personnel rules and practices of any agency;

(b) (3) specifically exempted from disclosure by statute (other than section 552b of this title), if that statute: (A)(i) requires that the matters be withheld from the public in such a manner as to leave no discretion on the issue, or (ii) establishes particular criteria for withholding or refers to particular types of matters to be withheld; and (B) is established after the date of enactment of the OPEN FOIA Act of 2009;

(b) (4) trade secrets and commercial or financial information obtained from a person and/or is privileged or confidential;

(b) (5) inter-agency or intra-agency memorandums or letters which would not be available by law to a party other than an agency in litigation with the agency; provided that the deliberative process privilege shall not apply to records created 25 years or more before the date on which the records were requested;

(b) (6) personnel files, medical files and/or similar files with which their disclosure would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy;

(b) (7) records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes, but only to the extent that the information: (A) could reasonably be expected to interfere with enforcement proceedings; (B) would deprive a person of a right to a fair trial or an impartial adjudication; (C) could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy; (D) could reasonably be expected to disclose the identity of a confidential source, including a State, local, foreign agency or authority, or any private institution that furnished information on a confidential basis, and/or when records/information compiled by a criminal law enforcement authority in the course of a criminal investigation, or by an agency conducting a lawful national security intelligence investigation, information furnished by a confidential source; (E) would disclose techniques and procedures for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions, or would disclose guidelines for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions if such disclosure could reasonably be expected to risk circumvention of the law; (F) could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or physical safety of any individual;

(b) (8) contained in or related to examination, operating, or condition reports prepared by, on behalf of, or for the use of an agency responsible for regulation or supervision of financial institutions; and

(b) (9) geological and geophysical information and data, including maps, concerning wells.

PRIVACY ACT
SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552a

The provisions of the Privacy Act do not apply to:

(d) (5) material compiled in reasonable anticipation of a civil action or proceeding;

(j) (2) material reporting investigative efforts pertaining to enforcement of criminal law including efforts to prevent, control, or reduce crime or apprehend criminals;

(k)(1) material that is currently and properly classified pursuant to an Executive Order in the interest of national defense or foreign policy;

(k) (2) material compiled during investigations for law enforcement purposes;

(k) (3) material maintained in connection with providing protective services to the President of the United States or other individuals pursuant to section 3056 of Title 18;

(k) (5) investigatory material compiled solely for the purpose of determining suitability, eligibility, or qualifications for Federal civilian employment, military service, Federal contracts, or for access to classified information, but only to the extent that the disclosure of such material would reveal the identity of the person who furnished information to the Government under an express promise that the identity of the source would be held in confidence, or prior to the September 27, 1975, under an implied promise that the identity of the source would be held in confidence; and

(k) (6) testing or examination material used solely to determine individual qualifications for appointment or promotion in the Federal service-the disclosure of which would compromise the objectivity or fairness of the testing or examination process.
From: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (MPD)
Sent: Wed, 6 Jan 2021 23:27:14 +0000
To: MATTHEW MILLER (WFO) @dc.gov; External @dc.gov
Cc: External @dc.gov
Subject: Re: Rioters announce intention to head to Washington, DC Mayor Bowser's residence from US Capitol: Local Source via Twitter.

Thank you, sir. We are aware of this and have directed resources to the residence to ensure it is secure.

Intelligence Branch
Homeland Security Bureau
D.C. Metropolitan Police Department
Cell: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)
Email: @dc.gov
Sent from my iPhone

On Jan 6, 2021, at 6:07 PM, MATTHEW MILLER (WFO) wrote:

You probably already have this, but...

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: "FARON PARAMORE (SII)" (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
Date: January 6, 2021 at 6:03:34 PM EST
To: "MATTHEW MILLER (WFO)" (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
Subject: FW: Rioters announce intention to head to Washington, DC Mayor Bowser's residence from US Capitol: Local Source via Twitter.

Matt, please see email below. Can you please pass to MPD. Thanks. Faron.

Faron K. Paramore
Assistant Director
Office of Strategic Intelligence & Information (SII)
United States Secret Service

Office
Cell #
Rioters announce intention to head to Washington, DC Mayor Bowser's residence from US Capitol: Local Source via Twitter.
ESTIMATED EVENT LOCATION:

United States Capitol, First St SE, Washington, DC 20004, USA
US Representative Barragan says warning issued over loudspeaker at US Capitol that those not adhering to curfew will be subject to arrest: Official Post via Twitter.

Vermont Governor Scott says "President Trump should resign or be removed from office by his Cabinet, or by the Congress": Reporter Photo via Twitter.

Police remain around area of US Capitol Building: Local Source via Snap.


Facebook says "this is an emergency situation" and they "are taking appropriate emergency measures, including removing President Trump's video" believing it "contributes" to risk of violence: Guy Rosen, Corporate via Twitter.
Vermont Governor Scott says "President Trump should resign or be removed from office by his Cabinet, or by the Congress": Reporter Photo via Twitter.

OPEN IN First Alert | VIEW POST VIA TWITTER

United States Capitol, Washington, DC 20004, USA

Police remain around area of US Capitol Building: Local Source via Snap.

OPEN IN First Alert | VIEW POST VIA SNAP

United States Capitol, Washington, DC 20004, USA


OPEN IN First Alert | VIEW POST VIA TWITTER

Washington, DC, USA
Facebook says "this is an emergency situation" and they "are taking appropriate emergency measures, including removing President Trump's video" believing it "contributes" to risk of violence: Guy Rosen, Corporate via Twitter.

This is an emergency situation and we are taking appropriate emergency measures, including removing President Trump's video. We removed it because on balance we believe it contributes to rather than diminishes the risk of ongoing violence.

BUSINESS  Guy Rosen  @guyro

OPEN IN First Alert  |  VIEW TWEET

Lists: DC Active Security Events

Topics: Public Safety - Safety Risks, Infrastructure - Public Infrastructure Disruption

Adjust your settings by clicking here

Copyright, 2021. All rights are reserved under U.S. Copyright Law. Any unauthorized use, including reproduction, modification, distribution or publication, without the prior written consent of Dataminr, is strictly prohibited.

You agree to the following terms of use here.

Powered By 

All e-mail to/from this account is subject to official review and is for official use only. Action may be taken in response to any inappropriate use of the Secret Service's e-mail system. This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, law enforcement sensitive, or subject to other disclosure limitations. Such information is loaned to you and should not be further disseminated without the permission of the Secret Service. If you have received this e-mail in error, do not keep, use, disclose, or copy it; notify the sender immediately and delete it.

Fu....... 

Thanks, be safe! 

Matt Miller  
Washington Field Office 
U.S. Secret Service  

All e-mail to/from this account is subject to official review and is for official use only. Action may be taken in response to any inappropriate use of the Secret Service’s e-mail system. This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, law enforcement sensitive, or subject to other disclosure limitations. Such information is loaned to you and should not be further disseminated without the permission of the Secret Service. If you have received this e-mail in error, do not keep, use, disclose, or copy it; notify the sender immediately and delete it.
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC).
For the latest information on the District Government’s response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov.
This is what we have been working with - like any special event, some of these proposed demos will fall through but we are tracking them until they do.

Thanks,

Intelligence and Interagency Coordination Division
Protective Services Bureau
U.S. Capitol Police
Cell:
Office:
**59th Presidential Inauguration Demonstrations**  
*Updated December 17, 2020*

**Bottom Line Up Front:**
- The following are the currently known planned demonstrations in conjunction with the 59th Presidential Inauguration in January 2021.
- At this time, there are no indications of any specifically planned violence associated with these proposed demonstrations.
- There are 9 protests planned to be on U.S. Capitol grounds and 8 other protests that may traverse the Capitol Complex, although their precise location cannot be determined.

**Planned Demonstrations:** *Italic: Pro-Trump  Bold: Anti-Trump*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date/Time</th>
<th>Organizer</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Event Details (Include: Event Title, Cause, Tactics, Weapons, Prior Protests, URL, Notes)</th>
<th>Prior/Planned CD</th>
<th>Number of Participants</th>
<th>Source of Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1/06/2021 - 1200 - 1500 | Donald You're Fired March on DC | US Capitol     | Donald You're Fired March on DC (NFI).  
[https://www.facebook.com/events/367108367838395/](https://www.facebook.com/events/367108367838395/) | N/A              | Facebook 2 going 17 interested            | Facebook          |
| 1/06/2021 1200 - TBD | Patriots United                | U.S. Capitol   | "March on Congress" to count every legal vote.  
[https://www.facebook.com/events](https://www.facebook.com/events) | N/A              | Facebook 109 going 693 interested         | Facebook          |
| 1/15-24/2021 0900-TBD | DC Action Lab                  | Various Locations TBD | “Demonstration Against the Inauguration” | Prior History of CD | USPP Permit 5,000 | U.S. Park Police Permit 21-0007 |
| 1/16-21/2021 0900-TBD | ANSWER                          | Various Locations TBD | “Demanding urgent action to save the environment, end war and materialism, etc.” | Prior History of CD | Unknown # attendees | USPP Permit 21-0003 |
| 1/17/2021 - 1200 | Refuse to Be Silenced           | U.S. Capitol    | Refused to Be Silenced. Armed March at every state capitol and the U.S. Capitol.  
A similar social media post calls for an armed march from the Washington Memorial (Monument?) to the White House.  
[https://treeofliberty.me/2020/11/24/jan-17th-2021-the-largest-armed-protest-ever-to-take-place-on-american-soil-is-scheduled/](https://treeofliberty.me/2020/11/24/jan-17th-2021-the-largest-armed-protest-ever-to-take-place-on-american-soil-is-scheduled/) | Threat of Armed Violence | Unknown # attendees | Internet Posting |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date: 1/17-21/2021 – 0900-1700</th>
<th>Event: 2021 KOLAM</th>
<th>Location: Ellipse, Freedom Plaza, Washington, Monument</th>
<th>Description: Inauguration KOLAM 2021 Art Installation</th>
<th>N/A</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>USPP Permit 21-0236</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Date: 1/17-23/2021 – 0600-TBD</td>
<td>Event: Women for a Great America</td>
<td>Location: Lafayette Park</td>
<td>Description: “Pray for President Trump”</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>USPP Permit 250 attendees</td>
<td>USPP Permit 21-0130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date: 1/18/2021 – 0400-1300</td>
<td>Event: National Action Network</td>
<td>Location: MLK Memorial</td>
<td>Description: Demonstration to honor Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>USPP Permit 30 attendees</td>
<td>USPP Permit 21-0196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date: 1/18-20/2021 – 0600-TBD</td>
<td>Event: Let America Hear Us / Roar For Trump</td>
<td>Location: Lafayette Park, Freedom Plaza, Franklin Sq., McPherson Sq., Farragut Sq., John Marshall Park</td>
<td>Description: Support President Trump / 1st Amendment gathering</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>USPP Permit 300</td>
<td>USPP Permit 21-0004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date: 1/18-21/2021 – TBD</td>
<td>Event: 1,000,000 Plus Patriots To Shut Washington D.C. Down From January 18-21, 2021 (Or As Long As It Takes) To Physically Stop The Steal. We’re Taking This Country Back No Matter What It Takes. <a href="https://parler.com/profile/Bx6">https://parler.com/profile/Bx6</a></td>
<td>Location: Washington, DC</td>
<td>Description: Threat of Armed Violence Unknown Parler Post</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date: 1/19/2021-0800</td>
<td>Event: Freedom March for Trump</td>
<td>Location: Washington Monument Grounds</td>
<td>Description: We will be burning communist Chinese flags and protesting this false election. <a href="https://www.facebook.com/events">https://www.facebook.com/events</a></td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Facebook 10 going 25 interested</td>
<td>Facebook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date/Time</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Event Description</td>
<td>Threat of Armed Violence</td>
<td>Source</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/20/2021 TBD</td>
<td>Washington, DC</td>
<td>Million Militia March Promoting an Armed Militia to take back the country (images of firearms and violent manifesto on site). N.B. this group has 44 members. <a href="https://wimkin.com/mmm/">https://wimkin.com/mmm/</a></td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Wimkin (social media)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/20/2021 TBD</td>
<td>Washington, DC</td>
<td>Oppose the Million Militia March. No further details listed. <a href="https://twitter.com">https://twitter.com</a></td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/20/2021 - 0500</td>
<td>Assemble in Washington, DC (Location TBD)</td>
<td>70 Million Man March will assemble in Washington, DC, to conduct a 70 Million Man March, &quot;to stop the Biden Inauguration.&quot; <a href="https://www.facebook.com/events">https://www.facebook.com/events</a></td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Facebook 56 going 476 interested</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/20/2021 - 0530-1800</td>
<td>Reform America dba Created Equal</td>
<td>First Amendment Pro-Life Display</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>USPP Permit 20 Attendees USPP Permit 21-0227</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/20/2021 - 0900</td>
<td>The White House</td>
<td>“Watch Party for Trump’s Eviction” <a href="https://www.facebook.com/events">https://www.facebook.com/events</a></td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Facebook 153 going 288 interested</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/20/2021 - 0900</td>
<td>No Justice No Pride / Disrupt J20</td>
<td>This Inauguration Resist Trump Details are TBD. <a href="https://www.facebook.com/events/583495772257162/">https://www.facebook.com/events/583495772257162/</a></td>
<td>Prior History of CD</td>
<td>Facebook 28 going 158 interested</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/20/2021-1100</td>
<td>U.S. Capitol</td>
<td>Trump Appreciation Day 2021 Show up, TRUMP Flags Flying High! Millions strong, at the Capitol Building in DC Jan. 20th, beginning at 8AM! <a href="https://www.facebook.com/events">https://www.facebook.com/events</a></td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Facebook 3 going 24 interested</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Event Description</td>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>URL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/20/2021</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>U.S. Capitol</td>
<td>Yellow Vest Protest / #ShudownBrunch. Join us at the Whitehouse on January 20th to protest at The Inauguration Day Ceremony</td>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>35</td>
<td><a href="https://www.facebook.com/events/b6">https://www.facebook.com/events/b6</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/20/2021</td>
<td>1159</td>
<td>U.S. Capitol</td>
<td>MAGA Day If Biden Successfully Steals the White House... This will be Donald Trump's first MAGA rally for his reelection campaign in 2024. <a href="https://www.facebook.com/events/193628438965246/">https://www.facebook.com/events/193628438965246/</a></td>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 Going 1 interested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/20/2021</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>Not Specified</td>
<td>Celebrate Trump's 2021 Inauguration</td>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>305 Going 305 interested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/20/2021</td>
<td>1200-1500</td>
<td>Lafayette Park</td>
<td>Inauguration Day Reparations and Police Accountability Rally</td>
<td>USPP</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>USPP - No Permit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/20/2021</td>
<td>1200-1500</td>
<td>Freedom Plaza</td>
<td>Yugosl Trump Parade of All (45 exclamation points)!</td>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>288 Going 288 interested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/20/2021</td>
<td>1200-1500</td>
<td>U.S. Capitol</td>
<td>Trump Supporter Inaugural (Peaceful Protest) Calling all Trump supporters please all get together with Trump flags and American flags in contest of the inauguration of Joe Biden. <a href="https://www.facebook.com/events/2869405219960826/">https://www.facebook.com/events/2869405219960826/</a></td>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>33 Going 33 interested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/20/2021</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>U.S. Capitol</td>
<td>Trump Supporter Inaugural (Peaceful Protest)</td>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>33 Going 33 interested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event Date/Time</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Details</td>
<td>Facebook Attendance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/20/2021 - 1600</td>
<td>White House</td>
<td>Trump's Eviction from the White House. The page claimed “Secret Service would be dragging President Donald Trump from the White House, an event nobody wants to miss!” N.B. Organizer appears to be based in the United Kingdom. <a href="https://www.facebook.com/events">Link</a></td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/20/2021 - 1800</td>
<td>Deplorable Family Reunion - Washington DC (Exact TBD)</td>
<td>Deplorable Family Reunion. No additional information is listed on Facebook post. <a href="https://www.facebook.com/events/1546081685443764/">Link</a></td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/20/2021 - 1900</td>
<td>Capitol Hill</td>
<td>Bernie’s Inauguration. Be there when the people take the power again. Hosted by Eli Horowitz and A group where we all pretend Bernie won the election. <a href="https://www.facebook.com/events">Link</a></td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/21/2021 - 0900 - 1200</td>
<td>National Mall</td>
<td>2 Million Bikers to DC. 2 million Trump supporters to DC. Inauguration Day. Details are in the works. But we want to be there to welcome President Donald Trump and to stop the libtards from ruin the welcoming. This is not only a biker event but it is a Trump Supporters event <a href="https://www.facebook.com/events/1702939843105133/">Link</a></td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/21/2021 - 1000 - 1700</td>
<td>Black Pact</td>
<td>MLK Jr. Memorial and March to Lincoln Memorial. Reparations, Systemic Racism, and Police Brutality. Gather at MLK and march to Lincoln Memorial.</td>
<td>N/A 5,000 Attendees</td>
<td>USPP Permit 21-0226</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/23/2021 -1200 - 1500</td>
<td>Lincoln Memorial</td>
<td>National March for Black Lives. People Demand Action will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, to conduct the march. <a href="https://www.facebook.com/events/836926233723471/">Link</a></td>
<td>N/A 155 interested</td>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Group</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Event Description</td>
<td>Permit</td>
<td>Attending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/23/2021</td>
<td>1200-1700</td>
<td>Women for America First</td>
<td>Lincoln Memorial and Freedom Plaza</td>
<td>First Amendment Rally. N.B. Event may be moved to March 2021 per USPP.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>USPP Permit 5,000 Attendees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/29/2021</td>
<td>0900-1700</td>
<td>March for Life Education &amp; Defense Fund</td>
<td>USCOP Grounds NW/NE concludes at US Supreme Court</td>
<td>March for Life Annual Rally that concludes at the Supreme Court. <a href="https://www.facebook.com/events/10026885668830861/">https://www.facebook.com/events/10026885668830861/</a></td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Facebook 518 going 1200 interested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/29/2021</td>
<td>0900</td>
<td>Reform America dba Created Equal</td>
<td>Meade Statue- John Marshal Park</td>
<td>Pro-life Display</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>USPP Permit 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/29/2021</td>
<td>0900</td>
<td>Center for Bio-Ethical Reform</td>
<td>Meade Statue</td>
<td>Pro-life Display</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>USPP Permit 25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
-----Original Message-----
From: (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) WPB <(b)(6); (b)@ussss.dhs.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 4:10 PM
To: PIOC-ONDUTY <PIOC-ONDUTY@USSS.DHS.GOV>
Cc: (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) WPB <(b)(6); (b)@ussss.dhs.gov>
Subject: FW: Voicemail Message From (b)(6); (b)(7)(C)

PID, please see the attached voicemail WPB received from Newsmax regarding a threat towards Senator Schumer. Please forward to the appropriate entities.

-----Original Message-----
From: (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) @newsmash.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 3:59 PM
To: (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) WPB <(b)(6); (b)@ussss.dhs.gov>
Cc: (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) @newsmash.com>
Subject: FW: Voicemail Message From (b)(6); (b)(7)(C)

Good afternoon Special Agent (b)(6); (b)(7)(C)

Forwarding the voicemail as received by and in our office. Suggests shooting of Sen. Chuck Schumer, D-N.Y., et al. Please note the time in > ;29 secs. On voicemail recording.

As always, thank you for your service to our nation.

Information Specialist, Opinion Editor - Newsmash
750 Park of Commerce Drive, Suite 100
Boca Raton, FL 33487

-----Original Message-----
From: (b)(6); (b)(7)(C)
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 3:55 PM
To: (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) @newsmash.com>
Cc: (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) @newsmash.com>
Subject: FW: Voicemail Message From (b)(6); (b)(7)(C)


Information Specialist, Opinion Editor - Newsmash
750 Park of Commerce Drive, Suite 100
Boca Raton, FL 33487
-----Original Message-----
From: \( b(6), b(7)(C) \)@newsmax.com
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 3:50 PM
To: \( b(6), b(7)(C) \)@newsmax.com
Subject: Voicemail Message

IP Office Voicemail redirected message
Thank you for the update!

Lieutenant
Homeland Security & Special Operations Division
National Capital Region Threat Intelligence Consortium (NTIC)
Fusion Center Liaison
District of Columbia Fire and Emergency Medical Services Department
1018 13th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20005

From: (b)(6); (b)(7); (C) @dc.gov
Sent: Monday, December 28, 2020 1:01 PM
Subject: Re: Metropolitan Police Department’s Joint Operations Command Center (JOCC) - Upcoming Activations - December 31, 2020 and January 6, 2021

Good afternoon,

Hope everyone had a great holiday weekend. My apologies for the second email. However, due to a scheduling conflict, we will not be activating until 2000 hours on December 31, 2020.

Thank you again for your support.
Best Regards,

Director

Joint Strategic & Tactical Analysis Command Center

Homeland Security Bureau

Metropolitan Police Department

Cell: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

From: MPD (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @dc.gov>

Sent: Tuesday, December 22, 2020 10:32 AM

To: [Redacted] @usdoj.gov; @uscg.gov; @nps.gov;

[HSEMA] @dc.gov; [EOM] @dc.gov; [DDOT] @dc.gov; [FEDS] @nps.gov;

Chief @WDW @usdoj.gov; [DDOT] @dc.gov; [UDW] @usdoj.gov; [HSEMA] @nps.gov;

Subject: [Redacted]

[Redacted]
Good afternoon,

The Metropolitan Police Department's Joint Operations Command Center (JOCC) will be operational for two (2) upcoming events:

1. **Thursday, December 31, 2020 at 2000 hours** for New Year's Eve activities throughout the District. It will remain activated until all events clear.

2. **Wednesday, January 6, 2021 at 0700 hours** for First Amendment demonstrations throughout the District. It will remain activated until all events clear.

If you would like to have a representative for either (or both) of these JOCC activations, please reply directly to me providing the name and contact information for the representative, as well as the hours we should expect the representative to be in the JOCC. I will try my best to ensure that he or she has seating during the event. Please keep in mind that we are extremely limited in spacing due to the current health pandemic and the need to practice social distancing. Therefore, we are only allowing for one representative from an agency in the JOCC at a time. If you are no longer the point of contact for your agency, please reply and let me know who the point of contact should be.
Health/temperature screenings will be required upon entry into the JOCC. Additionally, face masks are required while inside of MPD facilities. While MPD will have some spare personal protective equipment (PPE) and cleaning materials on site, it is highly recommended that representatives bring their own.

There will not be meals provided during the activation, so please ensure you bring all the personal food and beverage you require for your tour of duty. There are some vending machines in the building as well. Unfortunately, there will be no available refrigerators, so if needed please bring a small cooler if needed. There are some local restaurants that deliver to headquarters as well.

There is wireless connectivity in the JOCC and it is an UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO/LES operating environment, so laptops, cell phones, and agency radios are authorized. If you do not have a laptop with a wireless connection, there are a limited number of DC government computers at some of the work stations that we can facilitate access through. Please let us know if this is the case ahead of time.

As always, thank you for your continued support.

Respectfully,

[Redacted]

[b](6), [b](7)(C)

Director
Joint Strategic & Tactical Analysis Command Center
Homeland Security Bureau
Metropolitan Police Department

Cells: [Redacted]
For the latest information on the District Government’s response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov.
FYSA.

> -----Original Message-----
> From: SITE: FRFL Threat Alert <distribution@siteintelgroup.com>
> Sent: Tuesday, December 29, 2020 11:42 AM
> To: Frlintelsubscription <frlintelsubscription@siteintelgroup.com>
> Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - Neo-Nazi Calls on D.C. Pro-Trump Protesters to Occupy Federal Building

> This e-mail contains graphics, if you don't see them » view it online.

> Neo-Nazi Calls on D.C. Pro-Trump Protesters to Occupy Federal Building

> A member of a neo-Nazi group recently incited an occupation of a federal government building during an upcoming Trump rally.

> VIEW ON SOURCEFEED DATABASE

> On December 28, 2020, Telegram user "GFB" posted a series of messages in the neo-Nazi chat group "MWG" calling on attendees of an upcoming pro-Trump protest scheduled for January 6, 2021, in Washington D.C.

> "We need boots on the ground and voices loud enough to be heard for miles. That's the only way things are going to change," began "GFB," a member of the neo-Nazi group Vorherrschaft Division. In chat groups for members of the group "GFB" has admitted to feeling that Trump's exit from office is a foregone conclusion, and thus that their goal should be to "push for more nationalist policies and attitudes."

> However, "GFB" went on to say in "MWG" that Trump supporters in D.C. on January 6 should "march into the capital building and make them quake in their shoes by our mere presence."

> "The overclass needs to be shown that the people are not to be trifled with," said "GFB."

> Copyright © 2020 All SITE Intelligence Group materials are copyrighted as outlined in the subscriber Terms and
Agreements document. Re-distribution of SITE Intelligence Group materials is not permitted and is in violation of the terms of all subscriptions.
From: [REDACTED]@usss.dhs.gov
Sent: Tue, 5 Jan 2021 16:57:31 -0500
To: External [REDACTED]@dc.gov
Subject: [ENCRYPT] Fwd: Officer Safety - 1/6 Demonstrations

Begin forwarded message:

From: [REDACTED] (WFO)
Date: January 5, 2021 at 16:56:37 EST
To: [REDACTED] (PID)
Subject: Re: Officer Safety - 1/6 Demonstrations

Thank you!

On Jan 5, 2021, at 16:54, [REDACTED] (PID) wrote:

Per our conversation, see below regarding possible officer safety issue for tomorrow, 1/6/21 and possible threats to President-Elect Biden. USSS/LDW has been notified via the JOC and a request has been made previously made threats against President-Elect Biden. Let me know if you have any questions.

Per USSS/DEN, a concerned citizen reported that [REDACTED] and [REDACTED] were flying into BWI today to attend tomorrow’s rally and “incite violence.” In addition, the source reports that [REDACTED] was driving to DC with gear and weapons, to include ballistic helmets, armored gloves and vests, rifles, and suppressors. The items are reported to be loaded in “black plastic tubs with master locks.” [REDACTED] has two vehicles registered. It is not clear at this time which vehicle he is driving (descriptions of both are attached).

USSS/BAL interviewed the [REDACTED] upon arrival at BWI. The subjects claimed that they are in the area to protest election fraud, support President Trump, and acknowledged the possibility of violence if approached by counter-protestors. The subjects denied making any threats towards USSS protegees. The subjects refused to provide any information about where they were staying or any information regarding [REDACTED]. They did confirm that they will be departing the area on 1/7/21 via flight from IAD.

USSS/PID/OSB research located [REDACTED] Facebook page which confirms his intent to travel and includes the following comment: “I’m flying but [REDACTED] will be there with plenty of kits for everyone in his truck.” (OSINT attached)

Identifiers (photos of all 3 attached):
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C)

Criminal History (NCIC reports attached):

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C)

VEHICLE INFORMATION

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C)

JTTF Queries

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C); (b)(7)(E)
Don’t know if you all are tracking, but wanted you to be aware.

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

Begin forwarded message:

> From: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @ussss.dhs.gov>
> Date: January 5, 2021 at 16:56:37 EST
> To: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @ussss.dhs.gov>
> Subject: Re: Officer Safety - 1/6 Demonstrations
>
> Thank you!
>
> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)
>
> >> On Jan 5, 2021, at 16:54, (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @ussss.dhs.gov> wrote:
>>
>> (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)
>>
>> Per our conversation, see below regarding possible officer safety issue for tomorrow, 1/6/21 and possible threats to President-Elect Biden. USSS/UDW has been notified via the JOC and a request has been made to MPDC. Let me know if you have any questions.
>>
>> Per USSS/DEN, a concerned citizen reported that (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) were flying into BWI today to attend tomorrow’s rally and “incite violence.” In addition, the source reports that (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) previously made threats against President-Elect Biden. The source also reported that (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) was driving to DC with gear and weapons, to include ballistic helmets, armored gloves and vests, rifles, and suppressors. The items are reported to be loaded in "black plastic tubs with master locks." (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) has two vehicles registered. It is not clear at this time which vehicle he is driving (descriptions of both are attached).
>>
>> USSS/BAL interviewed the (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) and (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) upon arrival at BWI. The subjects claimed that they are in the area to protest election fraud, support President Trump, and acknowledged the possibility of violence if approached by counter-protestors. The subjects denied making any threats towards USSS protegees. The subjects refused to provide any information about where they were staying or any information regarding... They did confirm that they will be departing the area on 1/7/21 via flight from IAD.
>>
>> USSS/PID/OSB research located (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Facebook page which confirms his intent to travel and includes the following comment: “I am flying but will be there with plenty of kits for everyone in his truck.” (OSINT attached)
>>
>> Identifiers (photos of all 3 attached):
I am headed to DC on January 6 to support our president. This isn't some bullshit bucket list endeavor. This is a whole hearted passion for the love of my country. For those of you who don't understand what has happened to our country over the past 50 years you need to wake the fuck up. America offers opportunities Unlike any country in the world. People from any and every facet of life can come to America and live the American Dream. All we ask is that you do it legally, and you except our constitution as a key factor in what it means to become an American. Once you agree to the most brilliant constitution in history of the world, then and only then are you allowed to Harvest the fruits of America. You will find that in America and only in America you are aloud the freedoms and opportunity to succeed in ways that aren't possible in any other country on the planet. Unlike any other country identity politics go against everything our constitution is all about. This was not always the case but has evolved to be such. America has become the most diverse successful group of people on the planet. Unfortunately it's all going to come to an abrupt end if we don't get our heads out of our asses. People need to read up on what the deep state means and understand that our politicians do not work for us anymore. We have an opportunity in front of us to take back our country and abolish the deep state once and for all. Call me some right wing conspiracy theorist if you will I don't give a fuck I read the Facts and I study history.
Are we flying?

Like: 1w

I'm flying but will be there with plenty of kits for everyone in his truck.

Like: 6d

https://www.facebook.com
Thank you for the update.

Assistant Director
Intelligence and Interagency Coordination Division
Protective Services Bureau
United States Capitol Police

On Dec 19, 2020, at 2:40 PM, [redacted] (MPD) wrote:

Hot off the press, folks just submitted a parade permit application from FP to US Capitol on January 6th. Wouldn’t be surprised if there is a permit application sitting the the NPS in-box.

Intelligence Branch
Homeland Security Bureau
D.C. Metropolitan Police Department

Begin forwarded message:

From: [redacted] (MPD)
Date: December 19, 2020 at 2:17:00 PM EST
To: [redacted] (MPD)
Cc: [redacted] (MPD), [redacted] (MPD), [redacted] (MPD), [redacted] (MPD)

Subject: RE: January 6 Demo

This just hit the SOD permits box.

Inspector Metropolitan Police Department
Homeland Security Bureau
Lead Planner – Inaugural Planning Committee
Special Operations Division
Special Events Branch
2850 New York Avenue, NE
Washington, DC 20002

Desk: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)
Cell: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)
Station: (202) 671-6511
Planning: (202) 671-6522
Admin: (202) 671-6510
Email: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @dc.gov
“We are here to help.”

From: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) MPD
Sent: Saturday, December 19, 2020 12:14 PM
To: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) MPD
Cc: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) MPD; (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) MPD
Subject: Re: January 6 Demo

Yep. He isn’t working out at all...

Lieutenant, Intelligence Branch
Homeland Security Bureau
D.C. Metropolitan Police Department
Cell: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)
Email: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @dc.gov

Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 19, 2020, at 12:04 PM, (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) MPD @dc.gov wrote:

Moose out front is fired!

Inspector (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)
Metropolitan Police Department
Homeland Security Bureau
Lead - Inaugural Planning Committee
Special Operations Division
Special Events Branch
2850 New York Avenue, NE
Washington, DC 20002
Desk: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)
Cell: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)
On Dec 19, 2020, at 11:42 AM, MPD <dc.gov> wrote:


Intelligence Branch
Homeland Security Bureau
D.C. Metropolitan Police Department
Cell: 202-671-6510
Email: 202-671-6522
Email: dc.gov

Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 19, 2020, at 10:45 AM, MPD <dc.gov> wrote:

Good Morning All,

I hate to be the Christmas Grinch but please see below information on a potential large demo on January 6, 2021. Credit goes to for finding the initial post. We’ve found some corroborating information on open source. I have also sent to USPP, USSS, and USCP for their awareness. At this time no one is tracking any permit applications but it looks like this just materialized early this morning so they may start showing up this week.


I know the author of this article and have reached out to her to see how much traction this article and event is getting.
Cell: (b)(6); (b)(7)(C)
Email: (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) @dc.gov

Sent from my iPhone

From: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)
Sent: Wed, 30 Dec 2020 17:20:44 +0000
To: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)
Subject: USPP Monthly
Attachments: Januarymonthly21.pdf

Please see attached

United States Park Police
Det./Sgt. Intelligence and Counterterrorism Branch
Office: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)
Cell: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)
@nps.gov
SIPR: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) @dhs.gov.gov

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:
This message, including any attachments, is intended exclusively for the individual or group to which it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, law enforcement sensitive, and/or otherwise legally exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy or disseminate, any part of this message or attachments. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately via e-mail and permanently delete the message and any attachments.
SPECIAL EVENTS AND DEMONSTRATIONS
FOR JANUARY, 2021

AS RECEIVED BY THE NATIONAL PARK SERVICE AS OF DECEMBER 30, 2020

The United States Park Police (USPP) monitor multiple demonstrations and special events daily and thousands throughout the course of a year. The events listed on the following document are published due to the possibility of large attendance, location(s) and/or potential for civil disobedience or counter demonstrations. Selected events have either an application in for review or have received a permit for public gathering on National Park Service (NPS) property. This listing is comprised of the most up to date information known to the USPP at time of publication. If your agency requires more information for these or other events taking place on NPS property, please contact the USPP Intelligence/Counterterrorism Branch at USPP_Intel_Group@nps.gov.
November 18, 2020 – March 17, 2021
   Sponsor: David’s Tent USA, Inc.
   Purpose: 24/7 worship and prayer vigil on behalf of America
   Participants: 1000
   Location: National Mall Panel #10
   Time: Continuous
   Type: Permit 20-0295

December 7, 2020 – February 10, 2021
   Sponsor: National Park Service on behalf of the Presidential Inaugural Committee
   Purpose: 2021 Presidential Inauguration
   Participants: 300,000
   Location: Sidewalks along Pennsylvania Ave, National Historic Site
   Time: Continuous
   Type: Application 20-0409

January 2, 2021
   Sponsor: Sri Lankans United
   Purpose: Protest against forced cremation of COVID-19 Muslims and Christian victims in Sri Lanka
   Participants: 300
   Location: Ellipse
   Time: 1200-1500
   Type: Application 21-0275

January 3, 2021 – January 9, 2021
   Sponsor: 50 Days of Blessing / Women for a Great America
   Purpose: Offer testimony, communion, prayer, worship, pray for a peaceful election, pray for President Trump
   Participants: 250
   Location: Lafayette Park
   Time: Continuous
   Type: Application 21-0128

January 4, 2021- January 7, 2021
   Sponsor: Women for America First
   Purpose: First Amendment rally
   Participants: 5000
   Location: Ellipse
   Time: Continuous
   Type: Application 21-0278
January 5, 2021 – January 7, 2021
Sponsor: Women for America First
Purpose: First Amendment rally
Participants: 15,000
Location: Freedom Plaza, Lincoln Memorial
Time: Continuous
Type: Application 21-0212

January 5, 2021 – January 6, 2021
Sponsor: The Silent Majority
Purpose: Demonstration to support First Amendment rights
Participants: 500
Location: National Mall (3rd-14th St.)
Time: Continuous
Type: Application 21-0271

January 6, 2021 – January 30, 2021
Sponsor: Presidential Inaugural Committee (Mall)
Purpose: Presidential Inaugural Ceremonies
Participants: 500,000
Location: National Mall (3rd-14th St.)
Time: Continuous
Type: Application 20-0001

January 6, 2021 – February 10, 2021
Sponsor: Presidential Inaugural Committee
Purpose: Presidential Inaugural Ceremonies
Participants: 100,000
Location: Lincoln Memorial area, Constitution Ave. (15th-23rd St.), Constitution Gardens
Time: Continuous
Type: Application 21-0006

January 6, 2021 – January 30, 2021
Sponsor: Architect of the Capitol on behalf of the JCCIC
Purpose: Standing area for viewing of the 2021 Inaugural Ceremony
Participants: Unk
Location: National Mall (3rd-4th St.)
Time: Continuous
Type: Application 21-0011
January 6, 2021  
Sponsor: Rally to Revival  
Purpose: *First Amendment rally*  
Participants: 5000  
Time: 0800-2359  
Type: Application 21-0274

January 8, 2021 – January 23, 2021  
Sponsor: Presidential Inaugural Committee  
Purpose: 59th *Presidential Inaugural Parade*  
Participants: 7500  
Location: *Ellipse (to include circular drive and all four quadrants)*  
Time: *Continuous*  
Type: Application 21-0203

January 10, 2021 – January 16, 2021  
Sponsor: 50 Days of Blessing / Women for a Great America  
Purpose: *Offer testimony, communion, prayer, worship, pray for a peaceful election, pray for President Trump*  
Participants: 250  
Location: Lafayette Park  
Time: *Continuous*  
Type: Application 21-0129

January 15, 2021 – January 24, 2021  
Sponsor: DC Action Lab  
Purpose: *Free speech demonstration against the Inauguration*  
Participants: 5000  
Location: Columbus Circle, Freedom Plaza, Farragut Square, McPherson Square, Lincoln Memorial, National Mall (3rd-14th St.), Washington Monument grounds, JFK Hockey Field, Constitution Gardens, Hains Point, MLK Memorial, Franklin Square, Lafayette Park, White House sidewalk, Meridian Hill  
Time: *Continuous*  
Type: Application 21-0007
January 16, 2021 – January 21, 2021
Sponsor: ANSWER Coalition
Purpose: Demonstration demanding urgent action to save the environment, end war & militarism, prioritize money to meet people’s needs
Participants: Unk
Location: John Marshal Park, Plaza in front of Trump Hotel, Lafayette Park, Navy Memorial, Freedom Plaza, Ellipse, Washington Monument grounds (north side), Pennsylvania Ave. sidewalks (3rd-4th St.)
Time: Continuous
Type: Application 20-0003

January 17, 2021 – January 23, 2021
Sponsor: 50 Days of Blessing / Women for a Great America
Purpose: Offer testimony, communion, prayer, worship, pray for a peaceful election, pray for President Trump
Participants: 250
Location: Lafayette Park
Time: Continuous
Type: Application 21-0130

January 18, 2021 – January 20, 2021
Sponsor: Let America Hear Us, Roar for Trump
Purpose: Inauguration Day to support our President; 1st Amendment rights gathering
Participants: 300
Location: Lafayette Park, Freedom Plaza, Franklin Park, McPherson Square, Farragut Square, John Marshall Park, Rawlins Park, Bolivar Park
Time: Continuous
Type: Application 21-0004

January 18, 2021 – January 19, 2021
Sponsor: New Federal State of China
Purpose: Support and celebrate for Presidential Inauguration
Participants: 500
Location: 1st: Washington Monument grounds; 2nd: Freedom Plaza; 3rd: Lafayette Park
Time: Continuous
Type: Application 21-0223

January 18, 2021 – January 21, 2021
Sponsor: PIC 2021 Inc.
Purpose: Part of the Biden-Harris Inaugural celebration
Participants: 150
Location: Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial
Time: Continuous
Type: Application 21-0243
UNCLASSIFIED//LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE

January 20, 2021 – January 22, 2021
Sponsor: Black Pact
Purpose: To draw awareness and education to the general public about reparations as well as systemic racism and police brutality
Participants: 5000
Location: Martin Luther King Jr., Independence Ave., Lincoln Memorial Lafayette Park
Time: Continuous
Type: Application 21-0226

January 20, 2021
Sponsor: Reform America dba Created Equal
Purpose: First Amendment pro-life display
Participants: 20
Location: Navy Memorial (southwest corner)
Time: 0500-1830
Type: Application 21-0227

January 23, 2021
Sponsor: Carlos Turcios
Purpose: To march/rally against the party of social elites (The Democratic Party). And energize the conservative, Libertarian and populist base for 2022
Participants: 1,000,000
Location: National Mall, Freedom Plaza, John Marshall Park and all other nearby parks
Time: 1000-1600
Type: Application 21-0217

January 24, 2021 – January 30, 2021
Sponsor: 50 Days of Blessing / Women for a Great America
Purpose: Offer testimony, communion, prayer, worship, pray for a peaceful election, pray for President Trump
Participants: 250
Location: Lafayette Park
Time: Continuous
Type: Application 21-0131

Sponsor: March for Life Education and Defense Fund
Purpose: March for Life: To build a culture of life and mark the anniversary of the Roe v. Wade decision by the Supreme Court
Participants: 50,000
Location: Washington Monument grounds, National Mall (8th-14th St.), Reservation #553
Time: Continuous
Type: Application 21-0008

UNCLASSIFIED//LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE

The information contained in this bulletin is UNCLASSIFIED//LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE. No portion of this bulletin shall be released or reproduced without prior approval of the United States Park Police.
January 28, 2021 – January 29, 2021
Sponsor: Reform America dba Created Equal
Purpose: Pro-life display consisting of 2 large jumbo TVs with trailers
Participants: 25
Location: Meade Statue
Time: Continuous
Type: Application 21-0009
Dates of Interest for the Month of January

January 1: New Year’s Day

January 7, 2015 (France): Attack on Charlie Hebdo magazine office kills 12 in Paris; AQAP claims responsibility on 14 January

January 8, 1998 (US): Ramzi Ahmed Yousef sentenced to life plus 240 years for 1993 World Trade Center bombings

January 9, 2015 (France): Four killed in attack on deli in Paris; ISIS claims responsibility on 3 February

January 12, 2007 (Greece): Rocket-propelled grenade attack against US Embassy in Athens; no injuries reported; Revolutionary Struggle claims responsibility

January 13, 1987 (West Germany): Mohammed Ali Hamadei arrested at Frankfurt airport; charged with the 14 June 1985 hijacking of TWA flight 847 and the murder of passenger, US Navy diver Robert Stethem; Hamadei sentenced to life in prison, released 2005, and is believed to be in Lebanon

January 16, 1997 (US): Army of God member Eric Rudolph bombs a women’s health clinic in Sandy Spring, Georgia. Two bombs utilized; one to kill people inside the clinic, second bomb placed in parking lot and time-delayed to kill first responders. No injuries from first bomb, however six were injured by the second bomb


January 17, 2011 (US): Backpack containing remote-controlled pipe bomb found along parade route of MLK Jr. celebration in Spokane, WA. The device was rendered safe and an individual with ties the white supremacist organization National Alliance was arrested and pled guilty to charge

January 18 (US): Birthday of Martin Luther King, Jr. (observed)

January 20 (US): Inauguration Day

January 23, 2002 (Pakistan): Extremists kidnap and later kill US journalist Daniel Pearl


January 25, 1993 (US): Mir Amal Kansi kills two and wounds three outside CIA Headquarters in McLean, VA

January 31, 2003 (US): Richard Reid, failed “shoe bomber” who attempted to bring down American Airlines flight 63 in December 2001, is sentenced to life in prison

Unit contacts

D/Sgt. (b)/(6); (b)/(7)(C)
Sgt. (b)/(6); (b)/(7)(C)
D/Sgt. (b)/(6); (b)/(7)(C)
Capt. M. Libby: 202-610-8762
Morning! Aren’t you glad you aren’t downtown today? Geeezz

From: PIOC Info
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 8:07 AM
To: HQ-DC-Notifications <HQ-DC-Notifications@usss.dhs.gov>
Subject: UPDATE 1: Situational Awareness – Planned demonstrations for 1/6/21 in Washington, DC.

UPDATE 1:
Per CSD, there are approximately 10,000 plus in line waiting to go through the Main Magnetometers for the POTUS Ellipse Site at Constitution Ave. Some members of the crowd are wearing ballistic helmets, body armor and carrying radio equipment and military grade backpacks. CSD teams will continue to monitor all crowds in the area of the White House zone. No civil disobedience at this time.

What:
Situational Awareness – Planned demonstrations for 1/6/21 in Washington, DC.

Call
Origination:
USSS/PID

Where:
Washington, DC

When:
1/6/21

Who:
Women for a Great America (NRID)
Muskegon County Republican Party (NRID)
Oakland County Republican Party (NRID)
The First Heavy Metal Church of Christ (NRID)
Wisconsin Salt & Light Brigade (NRID)
Proud Boys (RID)
Refuse Fascism (RID)
DC Protests (NRID)
Fred Hampton Gun Club (NRID)
Not Fucking Around Coalition (RID)
Patriot Party of America (The Peoples Party) (NRID)
Upcoming Events All Over The World (NRID), Capitol Hills (NRID), and Stop The Steal Jan 6 Capitol Hill 2021 (NRID)
Women for America First (NRID) and March for Trump (NRID)
American Conservatism (NRID)
The Proud Patriot Party (NRID)
RI Warriors for Trump (NRID)
New Jersey Patriots Event Page (NRID) and Trumpaign (NRID)
Go Right Movement (NRID)
ACA: Actual Reality Report (NRID)
Trump Task Force 2020 (NRID)
We Are Washington Page (NRID)
Therightside (NRID)
Joe Biden is not my president (NRID)
Frederick County Conservative Club (NRID)
Prime Time Patriots (NRID)
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID)
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID)
Scranton Tea Party (NRID)
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID)
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID)
Hernando Beach supports Donald Trump (NRID)
Fathers for Trump (NRID)
Stop the Steal (NRID)
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID)
The Republican Mandate (NRID)
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) and (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID)
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID)
NRID) and THE BASKET OF DEPLORABLE (NRID)
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID)
b(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) and Sacramento Republican Assembly (NRID)
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID)
Fight for Freedom and Trump Rally (NRID)
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID)
Eat Pray Kill (NRID)
The Patriot Party (NRID)
Washington State March for Trump in DC 01/06/2020 (NRID)
Million MAGA March (NRID)
Patriot Party (NRID) and (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID)
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) and the Eighty Percent Coalition (NRID)
South Florida Freedom Advocates (NRID)
Moore County Citizens for Freedom (NRID)
RiseUP Revolution: Welcome To The Patriot Party (NRID)
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID)
Virginia Women for Trump (NRID)
Keep Georgia Red (NRID)
TRUMPS FREEDOM FIGHTERS (NRID)
PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMPS SOLID SUPPORT WORLDWIDE (NRID)
Women United for Trump (NRID)
Trump/Pence Reelection Group (NRID)
Trump Daily Report (NRID)
TRUMP ~ The Next Four Years (NRID) and GA Women for Trump (NRID)
Protect This Message (NRID)
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) and (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID)
Insurgency USA (NRID) and Protest Live (NRID)
They Them Collective (RID), Total Liberation Collective (NRID), DC Protests (NRID), Good TroubleCo.op (NRID), Smash the Fash NOVA (NRID), and DC Youth Liberation Front/DCYLEF (RID)

Summary:
USSS/PID/OSB social media analysis discovered the following planned demonstrations scheduled to take place in Washington, DC on 1/6/21. As group numbers are obtained, PID will provide updates. The demonstration activity is summarized below:

1. From 11/19/20 to 01/31/21, **Women for a Great America (NRID)** will host a demonstration at Lafayette Park. The purpose of the demonstration is to pray for a peaceful election. There is no indication of civil disobedience. The permit application indicates 50 expected participants.

2. From 01/04/21 at 10:00 AM to 01/06/21 at 5:00 PM, the individual (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) **NRID** will host and event called **“Carpool to Washington, DC”** at the White House. The purpose of the event is to carpool from Texas and arrive in Washington, DC on 01/05/21. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 1 person is going, and 0 are interested.

3. From 01/05/21 at 6:00 AM to 01/07/21, at 4:30 PM, the individual (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) **NRID** will host a demonstration called **“BTT heads to Washington DC for Trump Victory Rally”** at the White House. The purpose of this event is to rally for a Trump Victory.” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 8 people are going, and 27 are interested.

4. On 01/05/21 at 6:30 AM to 01/07/21 at 7:00 AM, the group **Muskegon County Republican Party (NRID)** will host an event called **“Muskegon Bus to DC – Tymp Rally Jan 6th- Stop The Steal”** at the US Capitol. The purpose of the event is to take a bus from Muskegon to Washington, DC to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 19 people are going, and 51 are interested.

5. From 01/05/21 at 07:00 AM to 01/07/21 at 7:00 AM the group **Oakland County Republican Party (NRID)** will host a demonstration called **"March For Trump"** in Washington, D.C. The group plans to leave from Michigan on January 5th to arrive in Washington D.C. at 9:00 AM on January 6th. The purpose of this event is to join the pro-Trump demonstrations. Post permissions for the discussion page have been turned off for guests. There is no indication of civil disobedience at this time. Participants are encouraged to bring flags and signs. Bus tickets are being sold for $125 through Eventbrite. The group plans to stay in DC until 6:00 PM on January 6th. Facebook indicates 10 going and 15 interested.

6. On 01/05/21 at 9:00 AM to 01/12/20 at 9:00 AM, the individual (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) **NRID** will host a demonstration called **“Protect the POTUS”** at the White House. The purpose of the event is to “protect President Trump from radical groups, like antifa or other bad actors who plan to take the White House.” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 3 people are going, and 8 are interested.

7. From 01/05/21 at 10:00 AM to 01/06/21 at 08:00 PM, the individual (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) **NRID** will host a demonstration called **“March on Congress Caravan”** at 1st St SE, Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to caravan to Washington, DC from Florida
and support the United Stated and free and fair elections. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 8 people are going, and 6 are interested.

8. On 01/05/21 from 10:00 AM to 01/07/21 at 2:00 AM, the group **The First Heavy Metal Church of Christ (NRID)** will host an event called, “**Patriots Part 2020 in D.C.**” in Washington, DC. The group plans to leave on 01/05/21 and caravan to DC, stay at the Grand Hyatt and protest all day on 01/06/21. The purpose of the event is to show support for the Nation. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 10 people are going, and 49 are interested.

9. On 01/05/21 at 6:00 PM to 01/06/21 at 9:00 PM, the group **Wisconsin Salt & Light Brigade (NRID)** and individual (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a demonstration called “**Stop the Steal!**” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to “save our country from Biden/China tyranny!” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 3 person is going, and 5 are interested.

10. On 01/05/20 at 10:00 PM to 01/07/21 at 10:00 AM, the individual (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host an event called “**FREE bus trip DC for the Jan 6 protest!**” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to bus to Washington, DC to participate in the protest to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 14 people are going, and 82 are interested.

11. On 01/05/21 at 11:30 PM to 01/06/21 at 8:00 PM, the individual (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host an event called “**Charter Bus to Trump Rally, DC**” at the US Capitol. The propose of the event is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook 21 people are going, and 120 are interested.

12. On 01/06/21, at an unknown time, **Proud Boys (RID)** will host an unnamed demonstration in Washington DC. The purpose of this demonstration is to join the pro-Trump demonstrations. There was no indication of civil disobedience. The group advised they will not wear their traditional black and yellow attire and will dress “incognito.” The group self-reported plans to demonstrate in smaller groups throughout DC. Current numbers of planned participants was not indicated, but the group stated they will “turn out in record numbers.” **Proud Boys** is of record for numerous demonstrations at the White House and temporarily protected sites. Their demonstrations have concluded without arrests.
13. On 01/06/21, at an unknown time, **Refuse Fascism (RID)** will host a demonstration in Washington DC called “**Opposing Trump's Moves to Overturn the Election**.” The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out during the pro-Trump demonstrations. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants was not indicated at this time.

- **Refuse Fascism** is of record for protesting at the White House, Lafayette Park, and numerous temporarily protected sites. One demonstration from 2017 ended with arrests for disorderly conduct and failure to obey.

14. On 01/06/21, at an unknown time, the group **DC Protests (NRID)** will host a demonstration with an unknown title in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to form a bike line to “protect against the armed right-wing extremist groups.” The group plans on forming a bike line using bikes, boards, and wheels. The specific location was not provided. There is no indication of civil disobedience. Participant numbers were not available.

15. On 01/06/21, at 12:00 AM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host an event called “**National Caravan for Trump ‘Stop the Steal’ Rally**” at the US Capitol. The purpose of the event is to join the caravan to protest in Washington, DC. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 1 person is going and 0 are interested.

16. On 01/06/21 at 11:00 AM, **Fred Hampton Gun Club (NRID) and Not Fucking Around Coalition (RID)** will host a demonstration at Black Lives Matter Platter called “**US Against Racism**.” The purpose of the demonstration is “keeping our people and property safe.” There is no mention of civil disobedience. The event flyer claims frontline “must have tactical gear/bullet proof vest.” There is no indication to the amount of participants

- **Not Fucking Around Coalition (NFAC)** is of record with the service following a heavily armed protest in Louisville, KY in 2020

17. On 01/06/21 at 1:00 AM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a demonstration called “**We the people need transparency!”** at the US Capitol. The purpose of the event is to “show up outside the senate in support of demanding our election is proven to be fair.” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 3 person is going, and 5 are interested.

18. On 01/06/21, from 1:00 AM to 12:55AM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) and group **Patriot Party of America (The Peoples Party) (NRID)** will host a demonstration called “**Million MAGA Strong**” at the US Capitol. The purpose of the demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 3 people are going, and 14 are interested.
19. On 01/06/21, from 4:00 AM to 11:45PM, the individual will host a demonstration called “CANTON/AKRON ELECTION PROTEST BUS TRANSPORTATION (SOLD OUT)” at the US Capitol. The group plans on leaving Canton, OH and demonstrating in Washington, DC. The purpose of the demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 66 people are going, and 183 are interested.

20. On 01/06/21, from 5:00 AM to 5:00 PM will host a rally at Freedom Plaza in Washington, DC called “Bus Trip to D.C. Last Rally for Freedom.” The purpose of the event is to support President Trump and Vice President Michael Pence on this momentous day in history as Congress counts the Electoral College’s votes. The page did not indicate there would be any civil disobedience. The page portrayed 19 participants and 42 interested.

21. On 01/06/21, at 5:30 AM, the individuals will host a demonstration called “Jan 6th DC MAGA/KAG March-leaving from Fayetteville, NC” at the US Capitol. The group plans on leaving various places in North Carolina and arrive in Washington, DC at 10 AM. The purpose of the demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 22 people are going, and 66 are interested.

22. On 01/06/21, from 5:45 AM to 4:00 PM, will be hosting an event at the United States Capitol called “Road (Bus) Trip to DC.” The purpose of the event is to join in the “WILD PROTEST” in support of President Trump scheduled for the day. There is no mention of civil disobedience. All chatter on the page pertain to tickets for the bus trip. Current numbers according to Facebook, 82 going and 283 interested.

23. On 01/06/21, at 6:00 AM, the individuals will host a demonstration called “#StopTheSteal Rally for America – Bus trip” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the demonstration is to petition Congress to follow the constitution and the will of the people. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 27 people are going, and 40 are interested.

24. On 01/06/21, at 6:30 AM, the individual will host an event called “NC Stop the Steal caravan to DC” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to Caravan from NC to Washington to attend the Stop the Steal rally. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 12 people are going, and 37 are interested.

25. On 01/06/21, from 6:00 AM to 8:00 PM, the groups Upcoming Events All Over The World (NRID), Capitol Hills (NRID), and Stop The Steal Jan 6 Capitol Hill 2021
(NRID) will host an event called “2021 Stop The Steal Jan 6 Capitol Hill Live” at 1st Street NE. The purpose of the event is to “Stand up for America and Stop The Steal.” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 1 people are going, and 0 are interested.

26. On 01/06/21, from 6:00 AM to 11:00 PM, the individuals (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) and (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a demonstration called “Fight for Trump, van from Winston Salem NC to DC” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the demonstration is to march for President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 56 people are going, and 135 are interested.

27. On 01/06/21, at 7:00 AM, Women for America First (NRID) and March for Trump (NRID) will host a demonstration in Washington DC called “March for Trump” at the Ellipse in President’s Park. The purpose of this demonstration is to “demand transparency & protect election integrity.” There was no indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants was unavailable at this time.

28. On 01/06/21, at 7:00 AM, American Conservatism (NRID) will host a demonstration at the U.S. Capitol called “March on Congress.” The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out against election fraud and in support of President Trump. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 1.2K are going and 5K are interested.

29. On 01/06/21, at 7:00 AM, the group The Proud Patriot Party (NRID) will host a demonstration called "Fight For Trump" at the White House. The purpose of this event is to show support for President Trump. There are no discussion posts available on the page at this time. Facebook indicates 1 going and 1 interested.

30. On 01/06/21, at 07:00 AM, the group RI Warriors for Trump (NRID) will host a demonstration called “TRUMP RALLY DC” in Washington D.C. Specific location has not yet been released. The purpose of the event is to "demand transparency and protect election integrity." There is no indication of civil disobedience. Post permissions for the group's discussion section have been turned off. According to Facebook, 26 people are going, and 31 are interested.

31. On 01/06/21, at 7:00 AM, the group New Jersey Patriots Event Page (NRID) and the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a demonstration called “Million MAGA March, March for Trump, StopTheSteal”. The purpose of the demonstration is “President Trump has called for all of his supporters to be in Washington, D.C. January 6th – This will be the biggest protest in American History. The time to take a stand is now!” There is no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 905 are going and 2.3K are interested.
32. On 01/06/21 from 7:00 AM to 10:00 AM, the group Trumpaign (NRID) will host a demonstration called “March on Congress” at the US Capitol. The purpose of the event is to demand the politicians to confirm Donald Trump as President. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 31 people are going, and 68 are interested.

33. On 01/06/21, from 07:00 AM to 09:00 PM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a demonstration called “Support Trump MAGA...” in Washington D.C. Specific location has not yet been released. The purpose of the event is to show support for President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. Post permissions for the group's discussion section have been turned off. According to Facebook, 1 going and 1 interested.

34. On 01/06/21, from 7:00 AM to 11:55 PM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) and group Focus on Forsyth Country Ga. will host a demonstration called “MARCH FOR TRUMP” in Washington, D.C. The purpose of the demonstration is to march for President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 17 people are going, and 57 are interested.

35. On 01/06/21, at 8:00 AM, the individuals (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID), and (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a demonstration called “March to D.C., Be There, Will Be Wild” at the US Capitol. The purpose of the demonstration is to march for President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 75 people are going, and 200 are interested.

36. On 01/06/21, at 8:00 AM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a demonstration called “Southern MD Stop The Steal MAGA March” at the National Mall. The purpose of this event is to support President Trump and not allow the liberals to steal the election. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 47 people are going, and 56 are interested.

37. On 01/06/21, at 8:00 AM, the individuals (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID), and We heart DJT (NRID) will host an event called “March For Trump” at Freedom Plaza. The purpose of the event is to stop the steal and march for President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 19 people are going, and 49 are interested.

38. On 01/06/21, from 8:00 AM to 1:00 PM, the group Go Right Movement (NRID) will host a demonstration called "Fight For Trump" in Washington, D.C. The group plans to march from Columbus Circle (Union Station Plaza) to the Capitol Building to join other protest groups. The purpose of this event is to "petition congress NOT to certify these fraudulent electoral votes." Participants are encouraged to bring flags and "America gear." The group will have speakers and microphones set up. The event hashtags are
#GoRight, #GreatAmericanRevival and #TakeBackAmerica. Tickets and registration are through Eventbrite. Facebook indicates 31 going and 95 interested.

39. On 01/06/21, from 8:00 AM to 3:00 PM, the individuals (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) and (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a demonstration called “Million #MAGA March on Congress Winchester/Frederick County” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to take a bus from Winchester/Frederick Co and support President Trump in Washington, DC. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 28 people are going, and 47 are interested.

40. On 01/06/21, from 8:00 AM to 11:55 PM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a demonstration called “Trumps MAGA rally stop the steal” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 159 people are going, and 298 are interested.

41. On 01/06/21, at 9:00 AM, the group ACAActual Reality Report (NRID) will host a demonstration called “Fight for Trump Washington, D.C.” The purpose of the demonstration is “President Trump invites you to Washington DC for a Wild Time (aka) Fight for your country”. There is no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 72 going and 142 interested.

42. On 01/06/21 at 9:00 AM, the Trump Task Force 2020 (NRID) will host a protest titled “Protest the election of Joe Biden Washington D.C.” at the United States Capitol. The purpose of the event appears to be “to stop the fraudulent election of Joe Biden.” The page does not indicate there will be any civil disobedience; there are no comments on the page. Current numbers per Facebook depict 0 going with 1 interested.

43. On 01/06/21, at 9:00 AM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) and group The Silent NO MORE (NRID) will host a demonstration called “FIGHT FOR PRESIDENT TRUMP & YOUR RIGHTS” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the demonstration is to support President Trump and let others know the people will not tolerate a fraudulent election. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 3 person is going, and 2 are interested.

44. On 01/06/21, at 9:00 AM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a demonstration called “Stand For Trump January 6th” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 7 people are going, and 21 are interested.

45. On 01/06/21, at 9:00 AM, the group We Are Washington Page (NRID) will host a demonstration called “WA Patriots going to DC for the Million MAGA March on Jan
6th!” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 51 people are going, and 91 are interested.

46. On 01/06/21 at 9:00 AM, the individual (NRID) will host a demonstration called “Fight for Freedom Rally/Protest” at the US Capitol. The purpose of the event is to “protest against corruption, demanding transparent elections where our leaders are elected, not selected.” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 27 person is going, and 65 are interested.

47. On 01/06/21 at 9:00 AM, the individual (NRID) will host a demonstration called “Patriot Gathering” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to “join together on this day. In support of our election.” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 1 person is going, and 1 is interested.

48. On 01/06/21, at 9:00 AM, private citizen (NRID) will host a demonstration at the National Mall called “President Trump’s Calling on Patriots to Protest in Washington D.C. January 6th @ the National Mall.” The purpose of this demonstration is to join the pro-Trump demonstrations as a contingency from Texas. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 130 are going and 165 are interested.

49. On 01/06/21 at 9:00 AM, the group (NRID) will host an event called “March for Trump” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to show love and support for President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 0 people are going, and 0 are interested.

50. On 01/06/21, at 9:00 AM, the group (NRID) will host a demonstration called “January 6th Patriots March In DC” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 2 people are going, and 3 are interested.

51. On 01/06/21, from 9:00 AM, the group (NRID) will host a demonstration in Washington DC called “Million MAGA March.” The purpose of this demonstration is to show support for President Trump. The group plans on arriving at Freedom Plaza from Frederick, MD, at 9:00 AM and departing DC at 3:30 PM. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 115 are going and 276 are interested.

52. On 01/06/21, from 9:00 AM to 06:00 PM, the group (NRID) will host a demonstration called “MARCH FOR TRUMP” in 213 Pennsylvania Ave SE, Washington, DC. The purpose of the demonstration is to support President Trump. There
is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 132 people are going, and 629 are interested.

53. On 01/06/21, from 9:00 AM to 7:00 PM, the individual [NRID] will host a demonstration called “Calling all Patriots! We have been called to DC to the Nation’s Capital for a Peaceful protest to save #America #StopTheSteal” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 127 people are going, and 200 are interested.

54. From 01/06/21 at 9:00 AM to 01/07/21 at 12:00 PM, the individual [NRID] will host a demonstration called “Patriot Protest March” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to “protest the election fraud, tyranny and corrupt politicians.” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 18 are going, and 47 are interested.

55. On 01/06/21, at 10:00 AM, the group Scranton Tea Party (NRID) will host a demonstration called “Trump Washington Event” at the White House. The purpose of the demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 14 people are going, and 43 are interested.

56. On 01/06/21, at 10:00 AM, the individual [NRID] will host a demonstration called “COVID+ Freedom March” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 109 people are going, and 197 are interested.

57. On 01/06/21, at 10:00 AM, the individual [NRID] will host a demonstration called “Protest for Trump on Jan 6” at the US Capitol. The purpose of the demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 27 people are going, and 44 are interested.

58. On 01/06/21, at 10:00 AM, the group Hernando Beach supports Donald Trump (NRID) will host a demonstration called “SAVE OUR COUNTRY DC MARCH” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 0 people are going, and 0 are interested.

59. On 01/06/21, at 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM, the group Fathers for Trump (NRID) will host a demonstration called “Elector Rally” at The US Capitol. The purpose of the event is to rally at the Capitol. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 8 people are going, and 12 is interested.
60. On 01/06/21, from 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM, Stop the Steal (NRID) will host a demonstration at the U.S. Capitol called “Wild Protest.” The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out against the 2020 Presidential Election results. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants was unavailable at this time.

61. On 01/06/21 from 10:00 AM to 5:00 PM, the individual (NRID) will host a demonstration called “Trump Rally Jan 6” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to “come to DC Jan 6 when Congress counts electoral votes and objections are raised.” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 131 person is going, and 225 are interested.

62. On 01/06/21 at 11:00 AM, the group The Republican Mandate (NRID) will host a demonstration called “Wild Protest for Donald Trump” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to demand the politicians to confirm Donald Trump as President. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 183 person are going, and 294 are interested.

63. On 01/06/21, at 11:00 AM, the individuals (NRID) will host a demonstration called “Fight for Trump” at the US Capitol. The purpose of the demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 7 people are going, and 15 are interested.

64. On 01/06/21, at 11:00 AM, the individual (NRID) will host a demonstration called “Stop The Steal Jan 6 Capitol Hill” at First St NE, Washington, DC. The purpose of the demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 531 people are going, and 3.3K are interested.

65. On 01/06/21, at 11:00 AM, the individual (NRID) and the group THE BASKET OF DEPLORABLE (NRID) will host an event called “Jan 6th D.C. Maga March” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to join “the largest Maga March Ever!” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 17 people are going, and 37 are interested.

66. On 01/06/21, at 11:00 AM, the individual (NRID) will host a demonstration called “Donald Trump The BIG Protest Rally in Washington, D.C January 6th” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 16 people are going, and 31 are interested.
67. On 01/06/21, at 11:00 AM, the individual [REDACTED] and group Sacramento Republican Assembly (NRID) will host an event called “SRA Answers Trumps call in DC” at the White House. The purpose of the event to support President Trump. There is no mention of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 4 people are going, and 12 are interested.

68. On 01/06/21, at 11:00 AM, the individual [REDACTED] will host an event called “Nationwide March @ALL State Capitols” at the US Capitol. The purpose of the event is to go to DC and “stand our ground, the battle is here & it’s time to stand & say NO MORE!!!” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 26 people are going, and 75 are interested.

69. On 01/06/21, at 11:00 AM, the group Fight for Freedom and Trump Rally (NRID) will host a demonstration called “Fight For Freedom Trump Rally” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 9 person is going, and 23 are interested.

70. On 01/06/21, at 11:00 AM, the individual [REDACTED] will host an event called “Most important place to be. Good vs Evil” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to be in Washington, DC. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 1 person is going, and 1 is interested.

71. On 01/06/21, at 12:00 PM, the group Eat Pray Kill (NRID) will host a demonstration called “Election Fraud and Electoral College Protest” at First St NE, Washington, DC. The purpose of the demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 19 person is going, and 51 are interested.

72. On 01/06/21, at 12:00 PM, The Patriot Party (NRID) will host an event called “Maga Rally” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to support President Trump. There is no chatter on the page, nor any indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers per Facebook, 16 going with 27 interested.

73. On 01/06/21, at 12:00 PM, the group Washington State March for Trump in DC 01/06/2020 (NRID) will host a demonstration called “MARCH FOR TRUMP" in Washington D.C. Specific location has not yet been released. The purpose of the event is to show support for President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, there are 0 going and 4 interested.

74. On 01/06/21, at 12:00 PM, an unknown group will host a demonstration titled "Operation Occupy The Capitol" in Washington, D.C. The purpose of the event is to
"peacefully protest the election fraud." Participants are encouraged to protest at their state capitol if they are unable to travel to Washington D.C. There is no indication of civil disobedience at this time. The Twitter event hashtags are #WeAreTheStorm, #1776Rebel and #OccupyCapitals. Participant numbers are unknown as the event was located through flyer.

75. On 01/06/21, at 12:00 PM, Million MAGA March (NRID) will host a demonstration at the National Mall in Washington DC called “Million MAGA March – Round III.” The purpose of this demonstration is to show support for President Trump and speak out against the election results. The group is utilizing hashtags #millionmagamarch, #millionmagamarch2021, and #stopthestean. There was no indication of civil disobedience. The website currently indicates 41,208 people are going.
   - The website has since removed the number of participants.

76. On 01/06/21, at 12:00 PM, Patriot Party (NRID) and private citizen (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a demonstration at the U.S. Capitol called “Patriots United March on Congress.” The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out for election integrity while Congress meets to confirm the Electoral College votes. The group indicated plans to meet at the Capitol, but has not indicated potential routes. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 34 are going and 212 are interested.

77. On 01/06/21, at 12:00 PM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) and the group Eighty Percent Coalition (NRID) will host an event called “Rally to Save America” at Freedom Plaza. The purpose of the demonstration is to support President Trump. According to the website, confirmed speakers include Roger Stone, Julio Gonzalez, George Papadopoulos, Mark Burns, Greg Locke, and Bernard Kerik. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 11 people are going, and 13 are interested.

78. On 01/06/21, at 12:00 PM, the group South Florida Freedom Advocates (NRID) will host an event called “Freedom March” at Freedom Plaza. The purpose of the event is to March in DC. There is no mention of civil disobedience. According to Facebook 0 people are going, and 2 is interested.

79. On 01/06/20, at 12:00 PM, the group Moore County Citizens for Freedom (NRID) will host an event called “10 million MAGA MARCH” at Freedom Plaza. The purpose of the event is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 4 people are going, and 7 are interested.

80. On 01/06/21, at 12:00 PM, the group RiseUP Revolution: Welcome To The Patriot Party (NRID) will host an event called “Fight For America” at 1455 Pennsylvania Ave SE. The purpose of the event is to Rally to fight for America. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 0 people are going, and 5 are interested.
81. On 01/06/21, at 12:00 PM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) and groups Virginia Women for Trump (NRID), Keep Georgia Red (NRID), TRUMPS FREEDOM FIGHTERS (NRID), PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMPS SOLID SUPPORT WORLDWIDE (NRID), Women United for Trump (NRID), Trump/Pence Reelection Group (NRID), Trump Daily Report (NRID), TRUMP ~ The Next Four Years (NRID), and GA Women for Trump (NRID) will host a demonstration called “MARCH FOR TRUMP JANUARY 6TH WASHINGTON DC” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the demonstration is to support President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 21 people are going, and 36 are interested.

82. On 01/06/21, from 12:00 PM to 3:00 PM, the group I Approve This Message (NRID) will host a demonstration at the US Capitol Building called “Donald, You’re Fired! March on DC.” The purpose of the demonstration is to “witness this momentous occasion. Upon the declaration the results of the 2020 elections, held on November 3rd, 2020, We the People will proceed, peacefully and safely, from the Capitol Building to the White House to deliver the message to Mr. Trump, Donald Trump, You’re Fired!” There is no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 9 people are planning to attend and 34 are interested.

83. On 01/06/21, at 12:00 PM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) and the group “Stop the Steal March #BeThere” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to make politicians listen. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 353 people are going, and 894 are interested.

84. On 01/06/21, at 1:00 PM, Insurgence USA (NRID) and Protest Live (NRID) will host a demonstration in Washington DC called “No Fascist in DC – March Against Fascism.” The group intends to meet at the Washington Monument. The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out against fascism. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 9 are going and 82 are interested.

85. On 01/06/21, at an unknown time, They Them Collective (RID), Total Liberation Collective (NRID), DC Protests (NRID), Good TroubleCo.op (NRID), Smash the Fash NOVA (NRID), and DC Youth Liberation Front/DCYLF (RID) will host a demonstration in Washington DC called “Alert: Terrorists in Town Jan 3-6, 17-23.” The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out against the Proud Boys (RID) and Stop the Steal demonstrations. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants was not indicated at this time.

- **They Them Collective** is of record for a demonstration at the White House in November 2020. The demonstration concluded without incident or arrest.
- **Youth Liberation Front** is of record for a demonstration on 08/13/20 near Meridian Park. An unknown number of arrests were made for damaging 30 vehicles, destroying
two police cruisers, defacing government property, setting fires, and breaking windows. Arrests were not indexed as there was no PI nexus.

The PIOC will provide additional updates as deemed appropriate.

Please contact the PIOC with any questions. (973) (E)

This information must not be disseminated outside of the U.S. Secret Service.
USPP consult

From: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)
Sent: Wed, 6 Jan 2021 10:56:03 +0000
To: Undisclosed recipients:
Subject: 1.6.2021 USPP WMA Daily LE Operational Snapshot
Attachments: (U--LES) USPP Information Note 21-01111 (1.6.2021 Operational Snapshot).pdf

Sgt. (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)
Assistant Commander
Intelligence & Counterterrorism Branch
United States Park Police
Office: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)
Cell: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)
STE: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)
@dhs.gov
@nps.gov
@doi.id.c.gov (JWICS)

(U) NOTABLE INCIDENTS:

(U//LES) Events of 5 January concluded without any significant incidents or issues. A total of four firearms were recovered by law enforcement resulting in several arrests. These firearm recoveries occurred at locations centered around events at Freedom Plaza. No injuries, threats, or violent actions were associated with these recoveries. Late in the evening there was a small disturbance between police and demonstrators at BLM Plaza which resulted in at least one arrest. No injuries were reported.

(U) THREAT REPORTING:

(U//LES) No changes to previous assessments (no specific or credible threats). We continue to see no publicly released information concerning any planned counter-protests to the events listed below. We believe that some counter-protests will likely materialize in the area of BLM Plaza. We expect these counter-protests will be relatively small and will remain in a ‘defensive’ posture in the area of BLM Plaza. Sporadic property damage and violence remains almost certain if opposition groups are allowed to come into contact with each other. Our greatest concern remains the lone offender, working alone or in a very small group, determined to act out violently to fulfill or correct what they perceive to be justified grievances or wrongs imposed on themselves or society.

(U) SCHEDULED EVENTS:

6 January 2021

**Large crowds expected to gather at and travel between the Ellipse and the U.S. Capitol**

0000-1630: NPS Permit 21-0278: Women For America First will hold a rally on the Ellipse. President Trump is scheduled to speak at this event around 1100 hours. The permit application states that 20,000 people will attend this event. It is expected that a portion of this group will march to the U.S. Capitol prior to 1300 hrs.

0900-1300: NPS Permit Number Not Available: #Go Right/March 4 Trump/Peter Boykin will meet at Columbus Circle and rally until 1300 hours at which time they will march to the U.S. Capitol via an unknown route. 500 individuals are estimated to attend this event based on the NPS Permit Application.

1200-1800: NPS Permit 21-0271: The Silent Majority group will hold a rally on the National Mall at 13th Street. Between 250-500 individuals are permitted for this event.

In addition to the above listed events, similar rallies are being planned at the U.S. Capitol and Supreme Court. Both the “Freedom Rally” and the “Wild Protest” plan to meet at the U.S. Capitol between 0900-1700 hours. The Jericho March once again plans to march around the Supreme Court seven times between 1145 and 1230 hours. Large, fairly disorganized crowds are expected to mingle and travel from event to event throughout the day.